
How can you create, scale, and manage an effective 
care management program with the level of 
resources, data access, and community integration 
you have currently?

SDLC Partners has created a software platform  
that helps innovative payers and provider 
organizations enable a sophisticated care 
management program.

Whether your program includes in-person, 
telephonic/telemedicine, email or mail 
engagement, our Care Management 
Platform, CareVivoTM will help you 
assess, take action, and manage your 
entire cohort with technology that 
engages patients and members to stay 
involved and progressing with their health and wellness goals.

Produce high-trust, high-touch interactions and have the right conversation, right now. 

How CareVivoTM Works

Connect.
People, communities, 
systems, and data come 
together in one place.

CareVivoTM places needed 
data at the point of 
interaction, bridging  
multiple systems across 
multiple organizations.

Interact.
Make every interaction count. 

CareVivoTM harnesses the 
power of connectedness, 
including members, 
patients, family caregivers, 
community resources, and 
the multi-disciplined, multi-
organizational care team.

Act.
Empower the entire team to 
engage and take ownership. 

CareVivoTM focuses on the 
“next best action” with 
prioritized & optimized action 
plans and alerts. 
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The Engagement Hub gives handy access to all 
critical functions.

The Action Plans section displays top goals for 
each patient and allows you to create action 
plans quickly.

The Assessments feature offers many built-in 
and customizable questionnaires – or add 
your own. 

The “Manage My Day” Hub conveniently 
highlights priorities – patients, notifications, 
calendar.

Schedule a Demo
Contact us to schedule a demo of CareVivo™  
with one of our product specialists at  
Info@carevivo.net.

 
Key Features
CareVivoTM provides the best of user 
interface design, data security and 
architecture, as well as workflow 
automation to create a powerful hub 
for managing every aspect of your care 
management and patient engagement.

Onboard and optimize your team quickly 
and get to work helping patients on their 
journey to better health and quality of life.

Fits Your Workflow

u Engagement Hub with demographics, 
action plans, and assessments 

u “Manage My Day” calendaring

u Care Automation: EHR bots and  
pattern manager

u Scheduling bots (e.g., detox beds)

u Standard questionnaires and 
assessments available to personalize

u Smart speaker device-based 
questionnaires

u Personalized care plans 

u Security management

CareVivoTM will help your care management program and team 
face daily challenges with confidence by having the right tools 
and data at their fingertips.

Enhance your care management program with robust technology 
that is flexible and can scale and grow as your needs change. Gain 
operational efficiency while reducing your administrative burden.




